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Abstract 

The concept of ‘megafloods’ and ‘superfloods’ was introduced at the end of the last century to 

define exceptionally large-discharge floods, primarily those associated with the failure of Quaternary 

ice-dams.  These floods exceeded, by one or two magnitudes, historically recorded floods , 

megafloods having peak discharges equalling, or exceeding, 1 M m3s-1.  Herein, the sediment 

associations of exceptional floods are found to be distinctive, being dominated by comminuted 

(smashed) grain-size distributions, which contrast to the sediment deposits of more moderate floods.  

A consideration of the energetics of moderate floods, superfloods and megafloods with respect to 

the entrainment, dis-entrainment, suspension and comminution of coarse gravel allows thresholds 

of energy expenditure to be proposed that reflect general transformations in flood behaviour that 

relate to distinctive flood deposits.  A threshold of energy expenditure -  20 kJ s-1 m-2  -  is proposed to 

separate moderate floods from superfloods; the latter by this definition can be ~ 0.1 M m3s-1.    This 

threshold separates floods competent to entrain cobbles and boulders (with limited comminution of 

the load) from superfloods that comminute the suspended cobbles and boulders to produce fine 

granules in suspension.  The granules are subsequently deposited to form distinct depositional units 

that are characteristic of superfloods and megafloods.   The energetic threshold is consistent with 

the lower range of power expenditures associated with the original definition of a megaflood in 

terms of peak fluid flux.      

 

Significance Statement 

Exceptional floods occurred in prehistoric times; the largest are referred to as ‘megafloods’ or 
‘superfloods’. To distinguish such exceptional floods from other large floods, megafloods were 
defined as having a peak discharge exceeding 1 M m3 s-1.  However, many reports of ‘megafloods’ 
are flows with a peak discharge smaller than 1 M m3 s-1.  Recent research has shown that megafloods 
and superfloods deposit distinctive layers of smashed gravel, which is not the case for smaller floods.  
The gravel is smashed by exceptionally high-energy expenditures.  Consideration of the energetics of 
floods to transport gravel allows a robust quantitative definition of ‘superflood’ based on the energy 
needed to smash a range of gravel sizes.  
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1.0 Introduction 

 

In the closing decade of the 20th Century, a variety of terms was used as epithets for unusually large 

freshwater floods including: cataclysmic flood, catastrophic flood, diluvial flood, extraordinary flood, 

high-discharge flood; high-energy flood, megaflood and superflood.  The adjectives and prefixes 

were used in a general non-specific sense to distinguish unusually large floods from the scale of 

floods associated with normal river processes.  At the time, the best documented exceptional floods 

were modern glacial outburst floods (jÖkulhlaups) in Iceland and ancient examples associated with 

the Pleistocene Laurentide Ice Sheet and the Channeled Scabland of north-western USA.  Although it 

was recognised that exceptional floods might have long-lasting impacts on landscapes and alluvial 

stratigraphy beyond those achieved by normal river processes (Baker, 2002; Papp, 2002; Russell, 

2005), the issue of defining the qualities of exceptional floods, that might set them apart, remains 

unresolved (Tómasson, 2002; Marren, 2005; Carrivick and Tweed, 2019).  

       

Baker (1996) used the term ‘megaflooding’ without definition to describe large-scale Quaternary 

freshwater flooding.  Latterly, Baker (2002) calculated that these exceptional floods had peak 

discharges (Qp) estimated to exceed 1 million cubic metres per second (1 Sverdrup) and suggested 

this discharge quantity as a useful scalar to delimit the magnitude of the largest exceptional floods.  

More recently, Baker & Carling (2020) have suggested that highly-energetic floods (less than 1 

Sverdrup) might be termed ‘superfloods’, but no defined threshold separates these floods from 

lesser, moderate floods.  Baker (2002) pointed out that  exceptional flood freshwater discharges 

were only high-energy when flowing on steep gradients and, for that condition, were unusually 

powerful and transformative in terms of the scale and permanence of landscape changes that 

resulted from erosion and sedimentation during the floods. 

Note that Baker (2002) qualified the term megaflood as requiring an adequate gradient to achieve 

significant work within the landscape.  This observation means that the value of 1 Sverdrup is not an 

energetics threshold value which can definitively separate moderate floods from exceptional floods.  

Baker and Costa (1987)  and Baker (2009) argued that analysis of the palaeohydraulics of these high-

energy megafloods demonstrated that they generated unit stream powers in excess of 103 W m-2 

(typically 104 to 105 W m-2) with bed shear stresses greater than 103 N m-2, often reaching 104 N m-2.  
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Reynolds numbers can exceed 109, implying exceedingly high levels of turbulent mixing, in such deep 

and high-velocity floods (Denlinger and O’Connell, 2010; Carling et al., 2010).  These values are two 

orders of magnitude greater than is typical of the world’s large rivers in flood and the lower end of 

the power and stress ranges are equal to the largest recorded values from rainfall -runoff floods and 

the failure of man-made dams in the USA (Baker and Costa, 1987; Baker, 1996).  Although Baker’s 

(2002) definition of a megaflood is precise, publications subsequently often have used the term 

loosely to define any large flood, many of which have discharges an order of magnitude lower than 

that of the definition. Since the millennium, the number of published examples of exceptionally-

large palaeofloods has burgeoned and it is clear that distinctive sedimentary associations of 

‘smashed’ (i.e. comminuted) gravel clasts characterize exceptional floods, primarily as layers of 

granules deposited from suspension (Carling, 2013a).  The ‘Udden–Wentworth’’ grain-size scale is 

used to define gravel fractions and classes throughout (Blair and McPherson, 1999). 

 

Consequently, this paper develops a refined definition of the transition from moderate flood to 

‘superflood’ from a consideration of the energy expenditure and associated modes of sediment 

transport within high-energy floods.  The issue arises as to whether the work done, or the landforms 

produced, by exceptionally-large floods differ(s) from that of lesser floods.  Carling et al. (2009) 

considered the issues related to using the associated landforms to define the occurrence of 

exceptional floods commensurate with the megaflood or superflood appellation, but to date there 

have been few attempts to relate the energetics of large floods to any distinct suite or scale of 

landforms (O’Connor, 1993; Benito, 1997; Carrivick, 2007; Carrivick et al., 2013).  An alternative 

approach is to ascertain if megafloods and superfloods produce distinctive stratigraphic and 

sedimentological signatures (Carling, 2013a)  which, if identified in the field, can set them aside from 

lesser, moderate floods.   As noted above, and as detailed latterly, high-energy floods comminute 

large clasts in suspension.  Consequently, it is hypothesized that only floods of a given magnitude 

will generate sufficient energy to comminute coarse gravel.  In this way, megafloods and superfloods 

might be separated from lesser large floods using the principles of energetics.  In Sections 2.0 and 

3.0 this concept is elaborated fully.  

 

2.0 Method 

A review of relevant literature is used together with a consideration of the theoretical and empirical 

equations that relate: (1) the entrainment of coarse gravel from an immobile compact or loose bed; 

(2) the deposition of coarse gravel to form an immobile loose bed; (3) the suspension of coarse 

gravel, and; (4) the comminution of gravel from large clasts to small clasts as energy is expended to 
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fracture one or more clasts in mutual collision within a turbulent-suspension of gravel clasts.  These 

various transformations of physical state may be regarded as ‘thresholds’ and have been defined 

variously using units of force, stress, power and energy dissipation depending on the approach taken 

by different authors.  Consequently, for the purpose of this study, the energy dissipation associated 

with each threshold is standardized as kiloJoules per second per metre -squared (kJ s-1m-2). 

 

Kinetic energy and power 

The kinetic energy of water is proportional to the rate of flow. The relationship for the kinetic energy 

per unit volume of water is thus proportional to its velocity and can be expressed as:  

E/V = 1/2ρU2,     (1) 

where E is the kinetic energy of the fluid in joules (J) per cubic meter, V is the fluid volume (m3), ρ is 

the fluid density (kgm-3) and U is the velocity of the fluid (m s-1).  From Eq. 1, the power associated 

with the kinetic energy can be expressed as: 

P = 1/2ρAU3 ,     (2) 

where P is the power in Watts per cubic meter (W m-3) and A is the cross-sectional area of the flow.  

The result of the cubic relationship is that a flow with twice the velocity of a reference value will 

have eight times the kinetic energy.  

2.1 Initial motion threshold  

Whilst acknowledging that exceptional floods might entrain large rocks from fractured bedrock 

outcrops and talus-covered slopes along the floodway, the entrainment processes of flood-waters in 

those situations are poorly known.  Consequently, below the focus is upon boulder entrainment 

from alluvial beds.  Because of the difficulty of making direct measurements in large discharge fluvial 

flows, initial entrainment of coarse gravel ( i.e. medium to very coarse boulders Blair & McPherson, 

1999) has not been well-studied except from a theoretical perspective mediated by relatively small-

scale experimental data (e.g. Carling and Tinkler, 1998; Carling et al., 2002; Lamb et al., 2015).  Lamb 

et al. (2015) and van Rijn (2019) indicated that the Shields function (Eq. 3) was appropriate to apply 

to boulder entrainment and, for the range of coarse gravel grain-sizes, ϴ tends to be a constant set 

equal to an average value of 0.05 or slightly lower (Dey & Ali, 2019), but field and experimental data 

indicated a minimum range for ϴ of 0.02 to 0.025 for more mobile clasts (Dey & Ali, 2019): 

       
  

(    )  
   .    (3) 

Here, ϴ is the Shields number,     is the boundary shear stress,    is the density of the clasts, g is the 

acceleration due to gravity and D is a representative size for the clasts.  Empirical boulder 
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entrainment data considered by Costa (1983) consisted of a data compendium of observed boulder 

movements and calculated bed shear stresses (N m-2) derived for modern flash floods (Komar, 1987).  

The analysis of Costa supports the use of Eq. 3, as the average value of the Shields parameter (ϴ) 

was 0.04 (s.d. of 0.011 for n  = 40) for gravel in the size range 20mm ≤ D ≤ 5000mm.  Thus, these 

empirical data return ϴ-values consistent with the theoretical conclusions expressed by Lamb et al. 

(2015), van Rjin (2019) and Dey & Ali (2019) amongst many others, such that the empirical function 

proposed by Costa: 

 

     E = 4E-05D1.83   (ϴ = 0.04)  (4) 

 

 can be varied, reducing the threshold for entrainment in Eq. 4 from ϴ = 0.04 to 0.02, for example, to 

allow for natural variability in boulder stability, from close-packed (Eq. 4) to looser beds (Eq. 5) 

respectively.  

 

     E = 4E-06D1.83  (ϴ = 0.02)  (5) 

 

 
The variation in the value of ϴ, as epitomized in Eqs. 4 and 5, represents a zone of maximum stability 

(Mantz, 1977) of fairly close-packed clasts, with even lower values (e.g. ϴ = 0.02 to 0.01; Ramette 

and Heuzel, 1962; Fahnestock, 1963; Fenton and Abbott, 1977; Church, 1978; Andrews, 1983; 

Carling, 1983; Hammond et al., 1984) representing very loose beds as explained below.  

 

2.2 Deposition threshold from suspension to a weakly-mobile bed 

Deposition is defined herein as the final stage of incorporating a depositing clast to the bed alluvium, 

which usually occurs from traction.  However, the term dis-entrainment also is used herein to 

emphasize the process complexity whereby sediment particles are released from the flow and come 

to rest on the bed, the physics of which are not considered here.  In lower-energy back-flooded 

environments, such as embayments, close to the main powerful flood-flow, large clasts can be 

injected into the backwater firstly as a traction load and latterly clasts can deposited (above the 

traction deposits) to a rapidly-aggrading bed directly from suspension, often forming giant bars 

(Carling, 2013a) as well as other outwash deposits (Carrivick et al., 2007).  In some instances, as 

clasts fallout from suspension, a degree of clast reorientation and indeed transport will occur as a 

short-lived traction load, but the clasts are rapidly immobilized and buried, often resulting in no 

preferred clast fabric (Carrivick et al., 2004a&b).  Surprisingly, there has been little attention given to 

dis-entrainment processes (O’Connor, 1993) until recently (Dorrell et al., 2018; Leeuw et al., 2019).  
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Most studies assume that deposition from traction to a static bed will occur in accord with the 

entrainment threshold defined by Eq. 3; for example, cessation of traction motion occurs when ϴ < 

0.04 (Pähtz and Durán, 2018); as explained in the next paragraph this may not be the case. 

 

Adopting a threshold Shield’s parameter of ϴ = 0.045, a near-constant threshold of     = 40–50 N m-2 

for the cessation of cobble and boulder transport was observed during a series of floods in a bedrock 

channel (Richardson et al., 2002).  In contrast, the thresholds for initial motion was highly variable 

between flood events at 40–100 N m-2.  Temporally-variable thresholds of initial motion also have 

been reported for alluvial gravel-beds (e.g. Garcia et al., 2000) and variation in the critical shear 

stress for clasts of similar size and shape is attributed largely to packing effects (Brayshaw, 1985; 

Powell and Ashworth, 1995; Dey & Ali, 2019).  The difference between critical shear stresses for 

initial and final motion recorded by Richardson et al., (2002) also has been observed for alluvial 

gravel-beds (Reid et al., 1985)  where the difference in entrainment and dis-entrainment was on 

average a factor of 3.  HjulstrÖm (1935) and Sundborg (1956) similarly reported the difference in 

entrainment and dis-entrainment velocities as being a factor of 1.5 to 2.  The difference, in part, can 

be explained by the ‘under-loose’ condition of groups of depositing clasts, in contrast to the close-

packing of clasts within a bed at initial entrainment, which allows transport to continue for lower 

values of the critical shear stress on the waning limb of a flood. 

 

In the case of suspended clasts, there is little information on dis-entrainment in contrast to 

suspension thresholds which are well researched.  The Izbash function (1935;  Izbash and Khaldre, 

1970) underpins several modern engineering approaches to determining the stability of blockstone 

dumped at the water surface to settle to a static or weakly mobile bed (Langmaak, 2013; Langmaak 

and Basson, 2015) and so is applied here to boulders deposited from an exceptional flood.  As 

reported by Carling and Tinkler (1998), the function determines the critical near-bed velocity (Uc) for 

stability of isolated, or close-packed boulders:  

        √
    

  (      )⁄
 ,     (6) 

where    is a packing coefficient: 1.35 for isolated (underloose) boulders.  The bed shear velocity 

(and subsequently the bed shear stress) is estimated from the predicted    value utilizing the 

general velocity profile function (Schlichting and Gersten, 2000):  

 

    ⁄     ⁄      ⁄ ,       (7) 
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in which k is the von Kármán constant (0.4), z is the height above the bed and z o is a bed roughness 

value.  

 

At the simplest, the modes of suspended sediment transport  -  partial through to full suspension  - 

may be distinguished by a ratio of the settling velocity of the particle in still water to the flow 

frictional shear velocity (a proxy for the turbulence acting to suspend particles): 

 

             ⁄        (8) 

 

where Ro is the Rouse number, k is the von Kármán constant, (usually about 0.4, although k values in 

the range 0.12 to 0.65 have been reported), Ws is the settling velocity, and    is the frictional shear 

velocity that is proportional to the bed shear stress,     √   ⁄  .  Generally, when Ro is in the 

range 1.2 to 2.5, 50% of the bed material will be suspended, whereas for Ro in the range 0.8 to 1.2 

100% will be in suspension (e.g. Valentine, 1987). 

 
Sadat-Helbar et al., (2009) reviewed 22 published settling velocity relationships and the data for 

clasts up to 100mm in size. Their revised settling relationship is described in terms of a Particle 

Reynolds number (Re) and effective non-dimensional diameter (Dgr):  

        
   

 
 

and,  

         (
 (   )

  
)
 
 ⁄

  

yielding for gravel clasts > 40mm; 

           
 

 
(
   (    )

  
)
     

       (9) 

 

For example, equation 9 returns a settling velocity of 2.36 ms -1  for a 100mm sized clast, so with 

reference to Eq. 9 and setting Ro = 2.2 and k = 0.4, a near-bed shear velocity of 2.33ms-1 indicates 

that 100mm clasts, within a broader mix of clasts sizes, are at threshold for settling to the bed.  

 

3.0 Context and Results 

 

3.1 Comminution of clasts in traction and in suspension 

Comminution of rock in water flows is predominantly due to attrition (disintegration) of the rock-

bed surface or of particles in transport (Whipple et al., 2000).   In the case of discrete particles, 
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attrition refers to a reduction in the strength of a clast through sustained stressing of the particle.  

The results of attrition usually are referred to as abrasion and fracturing (Attal and Lavé, 2009).     

 

Abrasion is evident largely as chipping, scratching and polishing of the clast surface caused mainly by 

shear at the particle surface (Ghadiri and Zhang, 2002), whereas ‘fracture’ is used herein to mean 

breaking a clast into two or more large fragments (Chen et al., 2007), rather than removing a small 

chip from the surface of a clast.  Abrasion is a localized low-energy stressing of particles, 

predominately affecting those stronger particles in prolonged contact in traction (Kodama, 1994a 

and b), whereas fracturing in traction largely effects weak lithologies (Adams, 1979).  In contrast, 

fracturing of weak and strong lithologies (the strength classification used is that of the British 

Standards, 1981), occurs due to high-energy impacts, primarily clast-to-clast interactions in 

suspension (Campbell, 1963; Wohletz et al., 1999), wherein abrasion is less important.  Usually it is 

assumed that the collision properties due to impacts between clasts and the boundary and between 

individual clasts in suspension are the same (Foerster et al., 1994).  The greater the fracture surface 

energy applied in the fracturing process, the smaller the residual clast size (Kusnetsov, 1973).  

However, the final clast size is mediated by the structural characteristics of the rock-type, as well as 

by the duration over which the energy is applied to the population of clasts (Adams, 1979; Chen et 

al., 2007).  Further, as the particle size is reduced, liquid drag on suspended clasts becomes 

increasingly dominant so that small particles more completely conform to the movement of the fluid 

(Richardson & Carling, 2005) and the velocity of impacts tends to decline so fracturing tends not to 

occur below a clast size-threshold. 

 

From the above, although fracture surface energy can be calculated theoretically and measured by 

careful fracture experiments (Ball and Payne, 1976), the irregularity of natural clasts and the 

complexity of particle interactions (Labous et al., 1997; Hurley et al., 2018) due to shape and the 

presence of flaws in the clasts, for example, means that no generalized solution is available relevant 

to this application, although Kick’s law, detailed below, provides a useful framework.   For dry rocks, 

fracture surface energy can be as low as 7-200 Js-1m-2 (Friedman et al, 1972; Chelidze et al, 1994; 

Ouchterlony, 1982) and the fracture surface energy increases linearly for small near-homogeneous 

particles as rock sizes increases to around 58mm in diameter.  Above 58mm a significant linear 

reduction in strength occurs, due to the increasing number and size of flaws found in larger rocks 

(Hoek and Brown, 1980; Hawkins, 1998), yielding a shallow inverted V-shaped curve from granules 

to coarse cobbles.  The issue of appropriate energy expenditures within exceptional floods is 

revisited more fully in the sections below. 
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3.2 Comminution of Suspended Rock Debris in Large Floods 

Given the high stream powers associated with large floods, boulders can be mobilized in traction or 

suspended and large sediment loads are possible (O’Connor, 1993).  For example, modern 

jökulhlaups typically develop sustained power of around 3000 to 5000Wm −2 (Carrivick, 2007; bed 

shear stresses ~ 4000 - 8000 Nm-2; Carrivick et al., 2013) which specific values entrain 465mm to 

610mm clasts (Costa, 1983) and, with reference to Eq. 6 (see Method), suspend 100 to 200 mm sized 

clasts (Russell and Knudsen, 1999), whereas short duration peak flows can be associated with power 

expenditure of 40,000 W m−2  which can suspend 2m boulders (Russell, 2005).  In comparison, power 

values of 105 to 106 Wm−2 were generated for the largest Quaternary floods, sustained over large 

distances and for durations of several days.  These Quaternary floods suspended large blocks but 

also comminuted rock debris to produce fine suspended granules, that are observed in exceptional 

flood deposits worldwide (Carling, 2013a; see also Fig. 1).  These high-energy gravel-transport 

processes are unusual in modern depositional settings, such that most investigators assume  coarse 

gravel always is deposited from traction and not from high-concentration suspensions (Shanmugam, 

1997).  Nonetheless, with exceptional flood dynamics, when interpreting the origin of gravel beds, it 

is not possible to preclude the possibility of deposition of gravel from high-concentration 

suspensions (Lord and Kehew, 1987; Mutti et al., 1996). 

 

It was J Harlen Bretz (1929) who first noted the abundance of broken gravel clasts in the basal planar 

bedded or clinoform coarse-gravels (megaflood sequences 1 & 2 of Carling, 2013a) and the overlying 

laminated fine-gravels (megaflood sequence 3 of Carling, 2013a) composing giant bar deposits of the 

Washington scablands.  Bretz (1929) contrasted this abundance to a much lower frequency of 

fractured clasts in the neighbouring modern Snake River wherein most clasts were well-rounded.  

The giant bar gravels consisted primarily of basalt, but also contained diorite, porphorytic lava, 

quartzite and schist.  Large boulders were few (<0.60m in diameter) with 75 to 96% of cobbles and 

pebbles smashed and exhibiting ragged fractures.  Some 50% of coarse sand grains were also 

smashed and angular.  Bretz concluded that a high-velocity flood, over 100m deep and capable of 

tearing rock from the valley sidewalls, transported, fractured and thus comminuted the large 

boulders due to percussion.  However, he argued that the high preservation of ragged fractures 

indicated that subsequent deposition and burial must have been rapid.    

 

The observations of Bretz (1929) demonstrate remarkable insight and provide a spur to define the 

scale of exceptional flooding from a consideration of flood energetics.  As was proposed in the 
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Introduction, only floods of a given magnitude will generate sufficient energy to comminute coarse 

gravel, reducing large clasts to fairly uniformly-sized grains; typically of granule size (Carling, 2013a).  

Although the detail of size-reduction processes is lacking, many exceptional flood deposits consist of 

mixtures of granules derived from incompetent lithologies with less frequent boulders composed of 

competent lithologies (Carrivick et al., 2004a&b).  In this way, a distinction might be drawn between 

the energy expended by ‘normal’ moderate flood action and the expenditure of superfloods; thus 

providing a physical basis for the definition of a superflood.  As there are no data related to 

comminution of rock debris during natural large floods, indication of the process can be derived 

from published laboratory investigations of rock fracture and resultant grainsize distributions.   

 

There is little information on the fragmentation processes due to suspended rock-particle collisions 

in experimental water flows.  Nevertheless, the fracturing kinetic energy is derived from the strain 

energy released at failure.  The energy required to break intermolecular bonds and form new surface 

area due to the fracturing process is the fracture surface energy; this is commonly set equal to the 

failure strength of the clast (Pittman and Ovenshine, 1968).  Walker et al., (1937) proposed that the 

energy:particle-communition size relationship was of the form:  

          
  

  
 ,      (10)  

where E is the net specific energy required to comminute a given clast size (D) and C is a constant.  

This function states that the required energy for a differential decrease in size is proportional to the 

size change (dD) and inversely proportional to the initial clast size to some power, n.  Hukki (1962) 

demonstrated that the exponent n is size-dependent.  When the exponent is equal to 1, then the 

function reduces to Kick’s law, applicable to fracturing, whereas when the exponent is 2, the 

function applies to abrasion, but to a narrow range of sizes ( D ≤ 50mm) in both instances.  Kick’s law 

states that if a given specific energy is required to fracture a clast of size D, a clast half that size will 

require half the energy expenditure (Hukki, 1962).    Grain-size distributions of comminuted clasts 

due to fracture plot as single-population linear functions on ln-ln coordinates (e.g. Genc and Benzer, 

2009; Tuzcu and Rajamani, 2011; Xu and Wang, 2017). This comminution distribution is known as 

the Gates-Gaudin-Schuhmann (GGS) function (e.g. Gupta and Yan, 2016; Petrakis et al., 2017)  and 

examples for industrially-crushed rock are shown in Fig. 1.  Also shown in Fig. 1A are bedload gravel 

size-distributions of deposits produced by an exceptional but otherwise ‘normal’ moderate river 

flood.  Within plots of the form shown in Fig. 1A, natural flood gravel samples commonly plot as two 

populations, one fine and one coarse, separated by an inflection point, in this case between 20mm 

and 8mm (arrowed in Fig. 1A).  The finer population is small and is sourced from suspension-settling 

and tends to be quasi-linear whereas there is a tendency for the coarser traction-deposited 
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population to be convex upwards, in distinct contrast to the crushed rock samples.  Thus, these 

moderate-flood samples do not plot as GGS-distributions.  In contrast, an exceptional high-energy 

flood from a landslide dam failure produced grain-size distributions of fine comminuted gravel very 

similar to laboratory crushed rock samples (Fig. 1B). 

 

 

Fig. 1: The Gates-Guadin-Schuhmann grainsize distribution function: (A) Samples of laboratory 

crushed rock (Gupta and Yan, 2016; orange dots; orange ln-ln function shown (blue arrow)) and 

(Schendel et al., 2014; solid blue lines, seven data points per sample).  Triangles represent water-

transported bedload deposits in the Rivers Cocker and Derwent (resultant upon the 2009 >1:500 year 

recurrence flood, e.g. Qp c. 395m3 s-1 in the Derwent; Chiverrell et al., 2019) in the English Lake 

District (ELD).  (B) Samples of laboratory crushed rock (Gupta and Yan, 2016; orange dots; orange ln-

ln function shown (blue arrow)) and (Kim, 2010; four solid lines, 26 data points per sample; ln-ln 

distributions are shown for green and blue data sets). Triangles represent water-transported 

comminuted gravel samples from the Yigong River landslide dam-break flood (Shang et al., 2003). 

 

3.3 Stratification Styles and Grain-size Distributions in Exceptional Floods 
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Distinct coarse-fine layering of gravel beds (Fig. 2A), scour and fill structures and cross-bedding, 

commonly develops in the usual annual floods in fluvial systems due to selective entrainment within 

under-capacity flows, where the rates of traction transport of coarser clasts is low and deposition 

directly from suspension is negligible.  Clasts in traction tend to be abraded, rather than fractured, 

and consequently assume characteristic ellipsoidal shapes (Koster et al., 1980).  Such processes are 

mediated by fluctuations in discharge that result in periods of low-transport rates that further 

winnow the depositing surfaces.  Thus, low-energy expenditure is associated with defined 

stratification, as clasts have time to orientate with the flow before burial  (Malde, 1968; Rust, 1972; 

1977).  Thus, prolonged shallowing flows may be associated with stronger clast fabrics (Maizels, 

1993; Lønne, 1997; Russell and Marren, 1999; Cutler et al., 2002). 

 

In contrast, with regard to high-energy floods, very-coarse sediment such a cobbles and boulders can 

form parallel bedding or low-angle clinoforms when deposited rapidly from traction, but 

stratification can be diffuse as particles did not have time to fully-orientate with the flow before 

rapid burial (Carling, 2013a; Fig. 2B).  These styles of coarser-grained bedding primarily occur on the 

rising stage of a flood in backwater locations as described below, but less commonly may occur on 

the waning limb of a flood.  The rising stage clinoforms in turn are capped by finer, horizontally-

bedded sediments with poorly-defined lamination (Fig. 2C), probably deposited from suspension 

(Carling, 2013a).  These particles are dominated by fractured and have slightly-rounded angular clast 

shapes (Fig. 2D), as was first noted by Bretz (1929) as well as by numerous authors subsequently (e.g. 

Norris et al., 2019); as described below. 

 

High-energy modern moderate floods regress steadily, but rapidly, and have near-capacity loads 

including high suspended sediment concentrations which, upon deposition, lead to beds in which 

distinct layering tends to be absent due to intense deposition rates (Laronne et al., 1994).  Fine 

sediment, such as fine sand, silt and clay is notable in its absence having been winnowed from 

depositing beds and transported down system (Carling, 2013a).  Similarly, within prehistoric 

exceptional floods, settling from high-concentration suspensions largely resulted in rapidly aggrading, 

diffuse bedding that is largely fines-free.  Particle-orientation often is weak (Carling, 2013a), as is 

typical of gravity-dominated fabrics (Dapples & Rominger, 1945; Allen, 1982, p. 189).  Nonetheless, a 

degree of size-segregation may be evident due to turbulence mediating variations in the applied 

fluid shear at the bed producing graded deposits (Carling, 2013a).  Such ill-defined lamination of 

coarse-sediments in modern shallow rivers most commonly is associated with rapid deposition to 

upper-stage plane beds within supercritical flow.  However, exceptional floods (despite their high 
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velocities) were exceeding deep and consequently mean Froude numbers often were sub-critical 

(e.g. Carling et al., 2010; Winsemann and Lang, 2020; Carrivick et al., 2013; Benito and Thorndycraft, 

2019), especially in backwaters, largely precluding upper-stage plane beds.  Thus, although some 

flood lamination might be upper-stage plane beds produced in shallow flows, in the majority of 

cases the lamination is due to the intense deposition to lower-stage plane beds in deep water (Dam, 

2002; Carling, 2013a).  Indeed, massive and laminated sand deposits (similar to the coarser-grained 

megaflood laminated sequences) have been produced experimentally from suspension-dominated 

fallout with negligible shear-flow (Amy et al., 2006).  

 

Figure 2: Variation in bedding styles and particle angularity: A) Layered ‘normal’ flood well-rounded 

gravel clasts interbedded with sand beds; B) Angular, coarse, comminuted exceptional flood deposit; 

B) Angular, comminuted granule-sized exceptional flood deposit; D) Zoom of panel C. Note poor 

rounding of smashed grains. 

 

3.4 The Energetics of Rock Debris in High-energy Suspension 

In comminution experiments, Lim et al., (2004)  observed a lower limit to clast strength attributed to 

the existence of a minimum structural control on the strength of the clasts, as was noted above.  It 

was proposed that clasts that survive the comminution process are the statistically stronger ones 
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(Tavares and King, 1998).  This supposition is also the case for fluvial pebbles, because the 

disaggregation of some clasts due to stream transportation leads to a statistical strength increase in 

the population of clasts (Moss, 1972).  Thus in high-energy floods, coarse rock debris in traction and 

in suspension should be reduced in size to form narrow size distributions mediated by the fracture 

characteristics of the lithologies present.  Although fluid stressing alone may break weak clasts, the 

size reduction in suspension must be induced primarily by clasts impacting each other within the 

turbulent flows.   

 

As well as due to the impact force of two clasts colliding, or a clast impacting the boundary of the 

channel, fracturing of clasts also is controlled by the shape, hardness and structural attributes of 

different lithologies (Cho & Austin, 2003), as well as the effects of weathering (Bradley, 1970).  In 

contrast to dry impacts, the energy required for fracturing also may be reduced in water (Wills and 

Napier-Munn, 2006; possibly up to 30%, Hawkins, 1998).  Given these controls on fracturing, a wide 

range of values of impact energy expenditure might be expected to have been responsible for 

producing any set of fractured clasts of a given grain-size range, especially if mixed lithologies are 

considered.  

 

Two clasts in collision within a suspension are likely to impact at two singular points (Stronge, 2000) 

so that the most appropriate laboratory test to determine the energy expenditure at fracture is the 

point load test (PLT) (Bieniawaski, 1975; Franklin, 1985) which is widely used to determine the 

tensile strength of both hard and soft rocks (Heidari et al., 2012).  Such tests can be performed on 

individual water-worn clasts, or on rock fragments including core sections.  Clearly, the former data 

are of particular interest within the context of this study, but there are no data for fluvial clasts 

larger than 20mm.  In geotechnical tests of rock tensile strength, cores are taken from large rocks, or 

from outcrop, and the test results are standardized to represent a 50mm diameter core sample.  

Thus, field sampling preferentially is focussed on the recovery of near-50mm diameter samples, with 

few cores or blocks greater than 50mm being tested.     
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Figure 3: Variation in experimentally-derived energy expenditures recorded using PLT to fracture 

pebbles. Red points are 1mm-increment class mean values and yellow points are the median values 

for those classes where there are sufficient data.  Data of Tuitz et al.  (2012). Blue dotted curve is the 

least-squares fit to all blue-dot data (n = 466); the p-value is < 0.0001 which indicates that the 

regression is statistically significant. Red dotted lines are the lower and upper eye-fitted limits to data 

spread. Black solid curve is Eq. 1 with n = 1 and C = 1 for Kick’s Law. See text for detail. 

 

Figure 3 provides an example of the PLT experimentally-derived loads needed to fracture samples of 

natural water-worn ellipsoidal fluvial pebbles composed primarily of limestone clasts (c. 90%) but 

also containing dolomite, sandstone and quartz clasts (c. 10%).  The specific clast lithologies in Fig 3 

do not group by energy expenditure so individual lithologies are not differentiated in Fig. 3.   

Nevertheless, the least-squares mean trend (blue dotted curve) conforms to Kick’s Law: Eq. 1 and 

the clast size-distribution accords with the Gates-Gaudin-Schuhmann relationship for idealized 

comminuted particles with a slope m = 1.02  ≈ 1.0 (Fig. 1).  The mean trend and the eye-fitted lower 

bound (red dotted line) to the data delimit the weaker clasts whilst the eye-fitted upper bound (red 

dotted line) pertains to the rarer, strong clasts.  This supposition takes no account of the shape and 

structural attributes of the clasts (as is noted above) which will also have contributed to the data 

spread in Fig. 3.  In addition, the different loading configurations experienced by impacting clasts in 

turbulent transport will contribute to data spread in similar distributions of the required load.  

Nevertheless, Fig. 3 indicates a linear positive trend of the required load as a function of increasing 

grain size for a narrow range of grain sizes.  The linear trend is explained as, for small clasts (< 

58mm), the larger the clast and therefore the longer the loading axis in the experiment and thus the 
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higher the resistance of the clast to fracture (Hiramatsu and Oka, 1966).  Such a linear trend pertains 

primarily to populations of clasts that exhibit a fairly-homogeneous microstructure with few defects.  

Note however that although the mean and median are effectively coincident for smaller clasts, as 

clast size increases the distributions for each size class becomes right-skewed, suggesting a growing 

number of weaker clasts in the coarser fractions, as expected for larger clasts.  Thus the linear trend 

is unlikely to pertain to larger clasts (such as cobbles and boulders), as it is generally agreed that 

there is a significant reduction in strength with increasing rock size above 58mm (Hoek and Brown, 

1980; Hawkins, 1998).  Although a boulder may not fracture across the full diameter, it will contain 

more incipient fractures than a cobble of the same lithology and consequently should reduce in size 

by spalling (Hardin, 1985; Lade et al., 1996).  Thus, the mean positive trend in Fig. 3 should transition 

to a negative trend as grain size increases into the cobble and boulder size-ranges.     

 

3.5 A Definition of Superflood from Energetic Principles 

Our stated goal is to define the transition from moderate flood to ‘superflood’ in terms of the energy 

expenditure and associated modes of sediment transport within high-energy floods.  In the text 

below, we explain how we construct energy expenditure threshold curves for a range of particle 

sizes from fine to very coarse gravel (Fig.4A).  We define threshold curves for particle comminution 

of both weak and strong clasts in suspension and refer to a general threshold suspension curve.  The 

conditions for entrainment of bed material into traction from under-loose and loose beds is also 

considered, as is the issue of dis-entrainment.  Dis-entrainment is the condition when clasts are 

released from the flow, often initially from suspension, rather than from traction, to be included 

within the deposited bed material.  Because there is a lot of information in Fig. 4A, we simplify the 

diagram within Fig. 4B. 

  

Figure 4 reproduces the trends of the minimum (Curve A), mean (Curve B) and maximum values of 

energy expenditure (Curve C) required to fracture natural particles in the range 2mm to 20mm as 

demonstrated in Fig. 3.  Also included in Fig. 4A are data for 50mm diameter meta-sedimentary rock 

cores (Li et al., 2013) which are extremely-strong according to the British Standards (1981) 

classification; the plotting positions of which data concur with a limited extrapolation of the Curve C.  

A weak rock gypsum (Heidari et al., 2012) and a range of rock types from weak travertine to a very 

strong granite (Kahraman et al., 2005) are also included.  Curves A through C are extrapolated to a 

value of 50mm.  Although such extrapolation possibly is unwarranted, the extended curves from D = 

20mm to 50mm serve to indicate the mean and maximum values of energy expenditure that might 

be required to fracture cobbles into two or more large fragments.  The grey curve is the proposed 
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reduction in energy required as rock sample size is increased from 50 to 200mm (Hoek and Brown, 

1980).  Taken together, Curve C and the grey curve produce a shallow inverted V-shaped trend 

centred on D = 50mm, which function was supported by analysis of rock samples of varying strength 

ranging from 12.5mm to 150mm in size which similarly produce broad shallow inverted V-shaped 

curves (Hawkins, 1998).  Boulders and other larger rock masses can be subject to abrasive 

comminution (whereby small chips are spalled from the exposed surfaces due to abrasion in traction 

or by ballistic impacts) for values of energy expenditure (e.g.  < 10 to 16 kJ s-1m-2; Carling, 2013b) 

that are less than that depicted by positive extrapolation of Curve C to boulder-sized clasts.  

Consequently, it is evident that the negative trend afforded Curve C through the grey curve, likely 

delimits an upper limit to the probable energy required to comminute boulder surfaces, above 

which total boulder fracture becomes increasingly probable as boulders go into suspension.  Thus 

moderately strong (e.g. quartzite) boulder comminution should occur for values lower than the grey-

curve extension to Curve C and weaker rocks below a similar extension to Curve A (not shown).  

Note also that the grey curve trends to intersect an extension of the Sadat-Helbar et al. (2009) 

cobble suspension curve (Equation 9) and the Russell (2005) boulder suspension estimates. 
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Fig. 4: A: Energy expenditure related to different clast transport modes within floods (see text for 

detail).  Symbols and curves are defined below from left to right.  Curve A, B and C are the minimum 

(brown), average (blue) and maximum (orange) curves to comminute limestone and quartzite 

pebbles (< 20mm; see Fig. 3).  The maximum Curve C is extended as the grey dashed curve to 200mm 

after Hoek and Brown (1980).  Green symbols represent moderately-hard metasandstones (Li et al., 

2013).   Blue symbols represent a range of rock types from moderately-soft to moderately-hard 

(Kahraman et al., 2005).  Brown symbols represent a moderately-soft rock: gypsum (Heidari et al., 

2012).  Yellow symbols represent various sandstones and limestones, with the lowest yellow symbols 

representing a moderately-soft oolithic limestone (Hawkins, 1998); fitted assuming the unconfined 

compressive strength (UCS) = kPLT where k is 10 for brittle rocks and 5 for the oolite (Singh et al., 

2012) .  Blue dot-dash line represents suspension threshold for 4mm to 100mm gravel (Eq. 9; after 
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Sadat-Helbar et al., 2009).  Red crosses represent suspension threshold for boulders (Russell, 2005).  

Blue and red dotted lines are threshold for entrainment of boulders with Shields ϴ set to 0.04 or 0.02 

(Costa, 1983).  Red triangles are examples of observed threshold for boulder entrainment (Williams, 

1983); yellow area is zone of potential uncertainty for boulder entrainment (Williams, 1983).  Green 

and grey symbols and green dotted trendline represent the threshold for boulder dis-entrainment in 

the Bonneville flood (O’Connor, 1993); red solid line represents Eq. 6.  

B: Highly-generalized version of panel A. Blue zone is subject to intense comminution processes 

typically associated with particles suspended within exceptional floods. Yellow zone is subject to 

processes associated with exchange of particles to and from the bed (i.e. traction dominated) in 

moderate floods.  The lower stages of exceptional floods are also characterised by the energy levels 

within the yellow zone.  Note the shallow inverted V-shaped curve that defines the two zones for a 

grain size range of c. 10mm to 300mm. The position of extensions to the V-curve (marked by question 

marks) is uncertain for the range of grain-sizes representing granules and boulders.  

  

Close-packed boulder entrainment is reasonably well-defined by the Costa (1983) entrainment 

function (Eq. 4), whereas the Williams (1983) range of uncertainty for gravel entrainment spans 

initial motion for loose-bed conditions, through close-pack to entrainment into suspension.  

Uncertainty in the initial motion threshold is largely due mainly to local variation in degree of 

particle packing, notably particle protrusion above the bed (Komar & Carling, 1991), such that some 

coarse clasts are entrained for values of ϴ = 0.04 in accord with Costa (1983) or for low values of ϴ = 

0.02 to 0.01 for under-loose clasts, including in catastrophic palaeofloods (Wolman and Eiler, 1958; 

Bradley and Mears, 1980).  Such variability can lead to reports of boulder motion that span the range 

of uncertainty in ϴ-values (e.g. Fort et al., 2010).  Fort et al. (2010) calculated the entrainment 

conditions for a range of observed boulder movements subsequent to a Himalayan dam-break flood.  

For their data (100mm ≤ D90 ≤ 4300mm), the empirical function E = 0.0204D90
0.54 spans the range 

from ϴ = 0.04 for close-packed 100mm gravel clasts to lower ϴ-values for protruding large boulders 

(4000mm).  

 
Reducing ϴ within the Costa function to 0.02 (see Method), provides a reasonable upper limit to the 

data range for deposited boulders reported by O’Connor (1993) indicating that only a few of 

O’Connor’s boulders represent packing configurations close to incipient motion.  This last point is 

important, as the data of O’Connor (1993) represent boulders deposited by the exceptionally large 

Bonneville flood (peak estimated discharge mostly in the range 0.8 to 1 M m3s-1) and so termed a 

megaflood by Baker’s definition.  For each boulder location, the minimum hydraulic conditions for 

deposition of the boulders was ascertained by O’Connor (1993) using step-backwater modelling of 
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the individual flood reaches.  It is evident that although peak energy expenditure reached 100 kJ s -

1m-2 (O’Connor, 1993; p 55), final boulder deposition was associated with energy expenditure less 

than 8 kJ s-1m-2.  The full Bonneville data set is represented by the grey and green symbols and an 

empirical least-squares regression for the data from Swan Falls and Hagerman reaches roughly 

parallels the function proposed by Costa (1983) for entrainment.  There is evidently a distinct 

reduction in the values of energy expenditure at the time of dis-entrainment of boulders in contrast 

to the energy expenditure associated with initial entrainment. The Izbash (1932; Izbash and Khaldre, 

1970) boulder dis-entrainment function (Eq. 6), developed for engineering applications, applies 

reasonably well to the Bonneville data set (150mm ≤ D ≤ 3000mm), if         ⁄  , i.e. the height 

above the bed to the bed roughness,    ⁄  = 100 in Eq. 6.   A value of         ⁄  is reasonable, 

being typical of experimental high-energy turbid flows with similar     ⁄  ratios (Sequeiros et al., 

2010; their fig. 13).  Such a result may indicate that boulders fell rapidly from suspension in deep 

water to rest loosely on the bed with little time spent in traction.  Published engineering solutions to 

boulder stability might be considered further with respect to defining the deposition threshold for 

large boulders in exceptional floods, but such a consideration goes beyond the scope of this paper.  

 

To conclude this section, Fig 4B is a generalized version of Fig. 4A. The blue zone in Fig 4b is subject 

to intense comminution processes typically associated with particles suspended within exceptional 

floods, which here can be termed ‘superfloods’.  The yellow zone is subject to processes associated 

with exchange of particles to and from the bed (i.e. traction dominated) in more moderate floods.  

The lower stages of exceptional floods are also characterised by the energy levels within the yellow 

zone.   

 

4.0 Discussion and Conclusions 

Although Baker defined a megaflood as having a peak discharge equal to, or in excess of, 1 million 

m3 s-1, the peak discharge is not sustained through time, so it might be more appropriate to integrate 

the discharge below the hydrograph and to consider the shape of the hydrograph with respect to 

the power generated, the energy expended and the potential work done.   Sometimes, for moderate 

floods it has been recommended to integrate the discharge, or the power, above a given threshold 

discharge Qc throughout a flood as a measure of the energy available to accomplish work (e.g., Costa 

and O'Connor, 1995; Darby et al., 2010).  However, as significant and characteristic coarse gravel 

deposition occurs for low values of energy expenditure (c. 0.1 kJ s-1m-2; O’Connor, 1993,) building 

distinctive horizontal cobble or boulder strata or clinoforms (Carling, 2013a), there is no argument to 

identify a particular low critical discharge.  Rather, a characteristic of exceptional flood hydrographs 
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is that they tend to be singular events with rapidly waxing and waning limbs and a distinct peak 

discharge.    

 
Thus, often consideration of the peak discharge value provides just as good an empirical index of the 

ability of a flood to do sedimentological and geomorphological work as consideration of an 

integrated discharge above a threshold, or consideration of integrated power.   That being said, often 

flood duration is important mediating such responses as the distance of boulder transport and the 

degree of bedrock incision.   Consequently, as numerical simulations of exceptional flood 

stratification become more sophisticated the variability of energy expended during the passage of a 

flood wave could be incorporated into the modelling procedure .  More sophisticated modelling of 

the mechanisms of sediment transport including boulder dynamics, abrasion, and comminution are 

required throughout flood hydrographs of different peak discharges and durations (Carrivick et al., 

2013).  In particular, improved understanding of dis-entrainment will help explain the variable 

character of exceptional flood deposits, not least due to the differential sorting of coarse and fine 

sediment during the passage of a flood (Carrivick et al., 2011). 

 

In respect of the comments above, and with reference to Fig. 4, as discharge increases and energy 

expenditure increases, transformations occur in the nature of the sediment transport, which might 

usefully be termed changes in flood effectiveness that will influence the subsequent depositional 

sedimentary signatures.  Thus, if the definition of a superflood is based on the ability of the flow to 

comminute gravel in suspension then clearly the threshold for suspension (Fig. 4A) must be 

exceeded.  Above this threshold comminution is defined by nested shallow inverted V-shaped curves, 

as exemplified by the strong and weak clast curves (Fig. 4A).  Thus, strictly speaking defining a 

superflood in terms of the energetics to comminute gravel is a variable function of both grain-size 

and the strength of the lithology of clasts in suspension.  For example, for an energy expenditure of 

around 1 kJ s-1m-2, small pebbles can be suspended but significant comminution is unlikely, except 

for very weak lithologies.  For an energy expenditure of 10 kJ s-1m2, 400mm boulders can be 

suspended, and comminution will occur for most grainsizes and for moderately-strong lithologies.  

For an energy expenditure of 20 kJ s-1m-2, 50 to 1000mm boulders can be entrained and 

comminution will be universal.  The Yigong dambreak (Shang et al., 2003) peak discharge was ‘only’ 

134,558 m3s-1 but produced a peak energy expenditure of around 98kJ s -1m-2 at the sediment 

sampling site for the flood grain size distributions in Fig. 1B.  These grain size data consist of 

comminuted angular fragments coarser and finer than 50mm.  So, with reference to Fig 4A there 

was more than sufficient energy to comminute large clasts to produce the fine grain s ize 

distributions.  Thus selecting a general threshold of 20 kJ s-1m-2 as the defining energy expenditure 
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separating ‘normal’ floods from superfloods is consistent with the original definition of an 

exceptional flood in terms of unit stream power (Baker, 2002) but not necessarily flood peak 

discharge.   

 

Such a scaled approach to defining flood effectiveness, allows an appreciation to be developed as to 

the likely effect on sediment transport, grainsize fractionation and deposition, where the flood peak 

discharge or changes in the hydrograph are known.  The corollary is that the sedimentary 

associations and the degree of particle comminution can be used to infer the energy expenditure 

(Fig. 4) of a given flood where there is no flood simulation available.  Fig. 4B is a highly-generalized 

version of Fig. 4A delimiting a blue-zone subject to intense comminution processes within 

exceptional floods. Similarly the yellow-zone is subject largely to traction dominated processes 

within moderate floods or the lower stages of exceptional floods.   Beyond generalization from Fig. 

4B, theoretical consideration and detailed experimental and numerical-modelling work are needed 

to determine the energy expenditure required to produce well-recorded grainsize distributions (cf 

Austin, 2002) and stratigraphies associated with megafloods and superfloods. 
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